Conceptual Issues in
Demography
Did God give the easy problems to
physicists?

What is demography?
• The measurement of people
• An empirical discipline, with no overarching
theoretical framework
• “sex, death and passion wrapped in indicators”
van den Brekel 1999
• “a space where other specialists come for a while
to do some of their work” David Coleman

The origins of demography
• Demographic data collection
has an extremely long history.
Why?

A brief (biased) history of demography
• Earliest censuses
–
–
–
–

ancient Greece, Rome and Egypt
China, Han dynasty
Inca, South America in the 15th century
Domesday Book 1086, earliest census
incorporating most of modern-day England
& Wales

• More detailed demographic data available
for last few centuries from church (e.g. W
Europe) or state records (e.g. E Asia)
– E.g. China Multi-Generational Panel Dataset,
Liaoning, 1749-1909
http://www.icpsr.umich.edu/icpsrweb/DSDR
/studies/27063

• Contemporary demographic data is
collected by all states; in addition to
numerous surveys (DHS, UK cohort studies)

The origins of formal demography
• John Graunt constructed the
first known rudimentary life
table in 17th century London
• Edmund Halley developed
this technique further at the
end of the 17th century

The origins of population studies

An Essay on the Principle of
Population. As It Affects the
Future Improvement of Society,
with Remarks on the
Speculations of Mr. Godwin, M.
Condorcet, and Other Writers

Malthus’ pessimism

Human
population has
inevitable
tendency to
outgrow its
resource base

“The power of population is so superior to the
power of the earth to produce subsistence for
man, that premature death must in some shape
or other visit the human race. The vices of
mankind are active and able ministers of
depopulation. They are the precursors in the
great army of destruction, and often finish the
dreadful work themselves…”
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“….But should they fail in this war of
extermination, sickly seasons, epidemics,
pestilence, and plague advance in terrific array,
and sweep off their thousands and tens of
thousands. Should success be still incomplete,
gigantic inevitable famine stalks in the rear, and
with one mighty blow levels the population with
the food of the world.”

Four horsemen of the
Apocalypse

Positive and preventive checks
• Without human action, unsustainable population
growth will be brought back into line with
resources through the positive checks of disease,
war and famine
– Which increase the death rate

• Therefore, preventive checks must be used to
avoid the suffering caused by population growth
– Which lower the birth
– Sexual abstinence and delayed marriage

Brief digression on the population-environment
debate (because of its importance in
demography; covered in more detail in the
Population, Poverty and Environment module
next term)….

Neo-Malthusianism
• Malthus's views remained influential
in the form of neo-Malthusianism
• Particularly strong revival of this idea
in the 1960s and 70s, when global
population growth was at its highest
• For example, from neo-Malthusian
Paul Ehrlich’s 1968 book The
Population Bomb: "The battle to feed
all of humanity is over. In the 1970s
hundreds of millions of people will
starve to death...".

Cornucopianism
• In 1965, Ester Boserup argued that
population growth stimulates human
ingenuity to find ways to increase
food production
• Julian Simon’s 1981 book The
Ultimate Resource continued this line
of argument: "The ultimate resource
is people - skilled, spirited and
hopeful people - who will exert their
wills and imaginations for their own
benefit and so, inevitably, for the
benefit of us all".

Current debates
Given that RPG has not yet resulted in
global population crash, tend to centre on
1. Inequalities in resource access, e.g. Joel
Cohen: "making a bigger pie” and
"putting fewer forks on the table” are
only two of three possible solutions to
an imbalance between population and
resources, the third is "teaching better
table manners”, evening out unequal
access to resources

http://bigthink.com/experts/joelcohen

Current debates
2. Anthropogenic impacts on
environment: climate
change & draining of nonreplaceable resources may
ultimately have far more
detrimental consequences
than population growth
outstripping food supply

Returning to the development of
demography & pop studies
• 18th & 19th C:
– establishment of civil registration systems
& censuses in W Europe
– advances in demography often made in the
service of population studies
– e.g. William Farr’s work in 19thC UK on
social inequalities in health: used official
statistics to show that mortality rates, incl
cause-specific mortality rates, varied by
occupational status and urban-rural
residence. Developed methods to agestandardise mortality rates

Early 20th C
• Demography was closely associated with
biology, with several prominent figures
moving freely between them, e.g. Lotka, Pearl,
Stopes, Sangar
• Both disciplines were implicated in eugenics
movement

After WWII
• Demography situated itself firmly within the social
sciences
• The discipline really began to grow: Population,
Population Studies, Population Investigation
Committee (founded in 1936 by the British Eugenics
Society), UN founded Population Division in 1946
• Globally, demography was seen to be of great
importance after WWII: sharp decline in mortality rates
led to concerns of overpopulation, unless fertility also
declined
• Focus on fertility: World Fertility Surveys established in
1972, subsequently Demographic & Health Surveys
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21st C Demography/Pop Studies
• Demography is now a social science,
frequently found in sociology departments in
some parts of the world.
• Practitioners come from a range of
backgrounds: demographic processes are of
interest to a number of disciplines, so that
many demographers come to demography
after training in sociology, anthropology,
economics, mathematics, history and
biology...

Summary
• Demography/population studies is an object
discipline
– Stems from an interest in solving problems
(”over”-population, health inequalities)
– Enabled by the ready availability of demographic
data
Demography: data driven,
“object” science

E.g. Evolutionary biology:
theory driven, hypothesistesting science

What is demography for?
• One of demography’s key strengths is its
empiricism, it is a ‘bottom-up’, ‘object science’
(Coleman)
• Description is an important role of
demography, but so is explanation
• Problem: a discipline without a theory?

Demography and its lack of theory
• Increasingly a problem as demographers shift
away from investigating aggregate trends towards
individual-level analysis (perhaps the biggest
change in last few decades in demography)
– facilitated by development of new statistical methods
that make use of new computing power

• Hobcraft (2006) called for demographers "to
tackle the difficult and interesting problems of
understanding behaviour, rather than
undertaking elaborate description”
– requires theory

Social
forces
1952

European Population Conference
plenary 1995

“a technique rather than a
science”
Livi-Bacci 1984

“God has chosen to give the easy
problems to the physicists”
Or

Why demographers need theory
Guillaume Wunsch

Theory is important
•

“Several years ago, I spent a day and a night in a
library reading through issues of the Journal of
Experimental Psychology in the 1920s and 1930s.
This was professionally a most depressing
experience, but not because these articles were
methodological mediocre….What depressed me was
that almost all of this work is forgotten…It struck
me that most of involved collecting data without
substantive theory. Data without theory are like a
baby without a parent: their life expectancy is low”
• Gerd Gigerenzer, 1998 “Surrogates for
theories” Theory & Psychology 8(2)

What is a theory?

Conceptual frameworks used in
population studies
• Perhaps unfair to label demography as discipline
without a theory (and some demographers
dispute this characterisation anyway)
• Uses many theoretical frameworks to inform
demographic analysis
• Sometimes more than one
• "a space where other specialists come for a while
to do some of their work” Coleman

Demographers are foxes not
hedgehogs

““The fox knows many things, but the hedgehog knows one big
thing” (Berlin 1953). For evaluating the predictive power of
experts Tetlock contends that the fox – the thinker who knows
many little things, draws from an eclectic array of traditions and
is better able to improvise in response to changing events – is
more successful in predicting the future than the hedgehog, who
knows one big thing, is fascinated by one single tradition and
imposes formulaic solutions on ill-defined problems. In that
respect, through their drive for realism demographers seem to
be more adapted to the life of foxes and not hedgehogs. “
van Dalen & Henkens 2012
https://www.demographic-research.org/volumes/vol26/16/default.htm

Soft biological
and social rind

Hard
mathematical
core

Conceptual frameworks used in
population studies
• Economics
• Sociology
• Anthropology
• Gender studies
• Evolutionary biology
• History/historical demography

Economic demography
• Demography has been very heavily influenced by economic
thinking
• Focus on costs-benefit analysis (not necessarily economic
costs & benefits) & “rational” behaviour (at individual- or
couple-level)
• Quantitative, interested in causality
• Example: fertility transition
– Gary Becker: children are 'consumer good', which involve
costs & benefits. These are fed into a utility maximisation
function, where households try to maximise a particular
utility
– Such models failed to explain the fertility transition – why
would number of children fall as access to resources
increased?
– Important extension included the concept of child 'quality’, &
emphasis on how time allocation to various activities shifts
during the demographic transition

Sociological demography
• Also very influential
• Focus on how behaviour is affected by society (both other
people – their behaviour, social norms – and structural
factors – institutions, socioeconomic inequalities, policy)
• Example: Sociological ideas important in theories of fertility
decline and family demography
– Assume that fertility is influenced by other people
– Lesthaeghe has made persuasive arguments that reproduction
is under social control, and influenced by social institutions
– “Ideational” models of fertility transition promoted by Cleland
and Wilson
– NB: not necessarily alternatives to economic models of fertility
decline: e.g. diffusion of ideas may be mechanism, though the
initial impetus for reducing fertility may involve economic
considerations

Sociological demography
• Another example of sociology's influence on
demography is van de Kaa's “second
demographic transition” theory
– changes in partnership formation & childbearing
patterns sufficiently distinct to be a 2nd DT
– related to the shift in societal norms from
materialist to post-materialist

Maslow’s hierarchy of needs

Anthropological Demography
• Aims to unite socio-cultural anthropology with demography
• Interpretative, less interested in gathering large amounts of
descriptive population-level data, & more interested in
understanding how individuals produce behaviours which
lead to demographic events
• This idea isn’t new - Caldwell made the call for more of this
“micro-demography” in the 1970s
• Methods differ from standard demographic approaches:
more active role in data collection, greater use of
qualitative and ethnographic approaches
• Interested in the role of culture and cultural institutions,
and in how power & gender relations shape demographic
behaviour

From
Coast et
al 2007
Dem Res

Anthropological demography in action
• Bledsoe: studied women’s
contraceptive use in the Gambia, which
was particularly prevalent amongst
women who had suffered a number of
‘reproductive mishaps’. Qualitative
evidence suggested women were using
contraception to manage their
reproductive lives efficiently, as they
perceived that mishaps adversely
affected their health & their ability to
conceive & raise children successfully

Why might demography need
anthropology?
• “Demographers….are uncomprehending of the fact that their
categories & quantitative models can be seen as unnatural and
inapplicable…. When demographers protest that they go to
uncommon length to correct errors in their data, they do not
understand that anthropologists may be questioning not only their
accuracy but also the very systems of classification they employ.
Demographers are also profoundly disturbed by the idea that
because they work on policy relevant endeavors they are the
lackeys and running dogs of a hegemonic system. Few of them can
spell hegemonic. They are less troubled, for example, by the
exportation of White, upper middle class, emergent norms of
gender relations and the status of women to LDCs than are
otherwise socially identical anthropologists who have watched the
destruction of whole cultures through the importation of a few,
important Western ideas like monotheism and T-shirts.”
– Hammel & Friou “Anthropological demography: marriage, liaison or
encounter?”
http://www.demog.berkeley.edu/~gene/brown.94.rev.2.html

Gender perspectives
If all we ever knew about
women was what we read
in demography… SC
Watkins

• “to a surprising degree, our research
draws on what we take for granted
about women, men, and the
relations between them in order to
pose our research questions, to
collect our data, and to interpret our
results”
• “a more explicit as well as a more
informed consideration of gender
relations in the societies we study
would probably result in a better
understanding of demographic
behavior”

“Why Demography Needs (New) Theories”: LSE public lecture by Wendy Sigle
http://www.lse.ac.uk/newsAndMedia/videoAndAudio/channels/publicLecturesAndEvents/player.aspx?id=
3204

Evolutionary demography
• Applies evolutionary theory to
demographic phenomena
• Processes of birth and death are
physiological, so both biological and
social factors influence these two
phenomena. A holistic understanding
of either requires an understanding of
genetic, physiological, and social
processes, and how they interact to
influence demographic events

Evolutionary theory
• Principle tenet of evolutionary biology is that traits
(both physiological and behavioural) evolve
through the process of natural selection. Therefore
behaviour and physiology largely function to
increase an individual’s production of genetic
descendants (=inclusive fitness)
• There are many reasons why modern human
behaviour may not always function to maximise
inclusive fitness, but this broad assumption is a
useful starting point to explore human physiology
and behaviour
• Evolutionary demography explores demographic
variation within our own species, but also explores
demographic variation between species

Applications of evolutionary
demography: mortality
Diversity of ageing across the tree of life
Owen R. Jones, Alexander Scheuerlein, Roberto Salguero-Gómez, Carlo
Giovanni Camarda, Ralf Schaible, Brenda B. Casper, Johan P. Dahlgren, Johan
Ehrlén, María B. García, Eric S. Menges, Pedro F. Quintana-Ascencio, Hal
Caswell, Annette Baudisch & James W. Vaupel
Nature 505, 169–173 (09 January 2014)
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v505/n7482/fig_tab/nature12789_F1.ht
ml

Historical demography
• Use of historical data in demography is widespread and
requires specialised techniques and methods of
analysis
• Analysis of such demographic records – both statecollected censuses and vital statistics, and church
records of baptisms, burials and marriages – can give
detailed information on demographic patterns and
how they have changed over time
• Such data require careful interpretation –considerable
variation between & within countries in how much,
and what kind of, data are available, so that caution
must be used when generalising results of, for
example, a set of church records beyond its immediate
region

Historical demography in the UK
• The Cambridge Group for the History
of Population and Social Structure
have used “family reconstitution”
methods on data from parish registers
from all over England to piece
together detailed information on
demographic patterns in England over
the last few centuries. These methods
attempt to minimise bias in such data
and present as accurate a picture as
possible of family size and structure in
historical populations

Location of 25 parishes for which
family reconstitution studies exist.
Adapted from Wilson C & Woods R
(1991). Fertility in England: A longterm perspective, population studies:
A journal of demography 45:3, 399415

Trends for 25-year
periods, England 15511975. The sharp decline
in Ig indicates the start of
the fertility transition
Adapted from Wilson C &
Woods R (1991). Fertility
in England: A long-term
perspective, population
studies: A journal of
demography 45:3, 399415

Proportion of married
women working

1851
https://www.populationspast.or
g/imr/1861/#7/53.035/-2.895

1911

In more recent decades, historical demographic data have been
emerging from other parts of the world, which will give us a
much better understanding of demographic transitions

Eurasia project

What do demographers do?
• Count people and produce demographic data
– Many demographers employed in national statistics agencies to
collect demographic data and produce counts and rates
– Policy relevant

• Project demographic trends
– Projections of future population size and change
– Policy relevant

• Understand why populations and demographic patterns
change
– What determines demography in current populations, and how
this varies between populations
– What determines demographic change: often analysed using
past data, or populations in transition

Why is an interdisciplinary demography a good
thing?
• Demography is an ‘object science’,
interested in understanding
demographic processes in their
entirety (fertility, mortality,
migration, population change…)
• These processes involve human
behaviour and are therefore complex
• The key to understanding such
complex processes is diversity
–
–
–
–
–

In theoretical frameworks
In methods
In research questions
In region
In perspective

European Population
Conference plenary 1995

“God has chosen to give
the easy problems to the
physicists”
Or
Why demographers need
theory

Guillaume Wunsch

We [demographers] need to become
more comfortable with the idea of several
different models for the same
phenomenon
• Thomas Burch 2003

Multi-level approach to understanding
population processes
Evolutionary - ’ultimate’ explanations

NB: do not ignore
context

‘Proximate’ explanations – economic,
sociological, physiological

Most demography
is here

Anthropological explanations - search
for meaning
Population processes

Context-specific, not
necessarily
generalisable

Summary
• Demography is a very empirical discipline with no
single overarching theoretical framework
• Instead it is uses an interdisciplinary approach,
drawing on conceptual frameworks and methods
from other disciplines
• Variation in demographic patterns likely has many
& varied causes, so that a multi-causal approach
is the best way for demographers to tackle the
questions they are interested in
• Look out for the conceptual framework(s) used in
the following lectures

Metaphor for the social sciences
(elephant = human behaviour)

